Effects of different inlet velocity on the polishing quality of abrasive flow machining
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Abstract. In order to study the effect of different inlet velocity on the polishing quality of abrasive flow machining, this paper takes the variable diameter pipe as an example. The fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles under coupling field with different inlet velocities were carried out by using computational fluid dynamics software. The results of numerical analysis show that the polishing quality becomes better with the increase of the inlet velocity. At the same inlet velocity, the smaller the pipe diameter is, the higher the polishing quality will be. Therefore, the optimum inlet velocity can be selected by numerical simulation according to the size of the aperture of workpiece in the actual processing, which can provide technical support for the production.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of engineering technology, machining has progressed from rough machining to precision ultra-precision machining, more and more ultra-precision machining has emerged [1, 2], the abrasive flow polishing is a processing technology in the field of ultra-precision machining. It uses semi-solid abrasive to make the abrasive move to and from on the surface of the machined parts under certain pressure, which can polish all kinds of cavity, cross aperture and edge of the parts [3-5]. Variable diameter pipe parts are widely used in aerospace, automobile, mechanical processing and other industrial production. Due to the special structure of variable diameter pipe parts, the traditional processing method is difficult to perform an effective finishing process on its inner surface [6, 7]. Therefore, the study of abrasive flow polishing technology has extremely important engineering application.

2. Geometric model

2.1. Creation of physical model

The Fig. 1 is the three-dimensional modeling, which was carried out according to the actual geometric model.

In order to facilitate the analysis of the numerical variation trend, the variable diameter pipe is divided into four region, which is shown in the Fig. 2. The length of the variable diameter pipe is 12.7 mm, which is divided into four parts and the diameter of each order is 1.2 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.8 mm and 0.6 mm. The first-order center line, the second-order center line, the third-order center line and the fourth-order center line are located at the transverse center of each region respectively. The center line of workpiece rotating is defined as the origin of the center line of each region and
above the center line is positive and below is negative.

![Three-dimensional model](image1)

**Fig. 1.** Three-dimensional model

![Division area of flow passage](image2)

**Fig. 2.** The division area of flow passage

3. **Parameter setting of the model**

According to structure characteristics of the variable diameter pipe and the size of the abrasive particle, the length of time step is 2E-7s, the total time of numerical simulation is 1 s and the command of Track Collision is opened. Momentum Under-relaxation is set to 0.7, which makes it easier to converge. In the simulation process, the k-epsilon (2 eqn) model is selected to solve, the Standard Wall Functions in near-wall Treatment is selected. The wall is regard as the solid wall without slip.

4. **Analysis of simulation results**

The abrasive particle size was set as 300 mesh (48 um) and the abrasive concentration was 10 %. The inlet velocity was selected as 30 m/s, 35 m/s, 40 m/s and 45 m/s for numerical simulation analysis. The fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles under coupling field with different inlet velocities were obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(d), it can be seen that the inlet velocity will directly affect the distribution of fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles. With the abrasive flow into the cavity, the first-order region has the smallest dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles, while the fourth-order region has the largest dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles. The larger the total energy of abrasive particles, the more violent collision on the wall surface so that the fourth-order region polishing quality is the best.

In order to analyze the numerical variation trend of each order region accurately, the fluid dynamic pressure with inlet velocity of 45 m/s was used for numerical analysis, and the data of every order center line of the workpiece was analyzed.

The histogram of fluid dynamic pressure at the center line of different regions were obtained as shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4(a) to Fig. 4(d), it can be seen that the variation trend of dynamic pressure in each order is similar, but the numbers of the dynamic pressure increases with the decrease of the aperture. As shown in Fig. 4(e), the fluid dynamic pressure is the smallest at the beginning of each stage and then gradually increases. In the actual processing, the appropriate increase of the dynamic pressure is conducive to the workpiece surface polishing.
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Fig. 3. Coupling field nephogram of fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles under different Inlet velocity

Fig. 4. The histogram of fluid dynamic pressure at the center line of different regions

a) Inlet velocity 30 m/s

b) Inlet velocity 35 m/s

c) Inlet velocity 40 m/s

d) Inlet velocity 45 m/s

e) The center line of workpiece rotating

Fig. 3. Coupling field nephogram of fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles under different Inlet velocity

Fig. 4. The histogram of fluid dynamic pressure at the center line of different regions
In order to better analyze the influence of the fluid dynamic pressure near the wall surface of workpiece on the abrasive flow polishing, the fluid dynamic pressure near the wall of the workpiece in different regions of the pipe was selected for numerical analysis, and the distribution table of the fluid dynamic pressure near the wall of the workpiece under different inlet velocities was obtained, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inlet velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Fluid dynamic pressure (10 MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The first-order region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 1 that:
1) The dynamic pressure near the wall of the workpiece increases gradually under the same inlet velocity condition. The dynamic pressure near the wall increases faster in the four-order region, indicating that the cutting ability of the fourth-order is the strongest and the polishing quality is the best.
2) The dynamic pressure near the wall increases with the increase of inlet velocity, indicating that the higher inlet velocity can increase the dynamic pressure and then improve the polishing quality of the workpiece.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the influence of different inlet velocity on the polishing quality was discussed by analyzing the distribution characteristics of fluid dynamic pressure and total energy of abrasive particles. The results of numerical simulation show that the polishing quality becomes better with the increase of the inlet velocity. Under the same inlet velocity, the polishing quality is inversely proportional to the size of the aperture. That is to say, within the allowable processing range of conditions, the smaller the diameter of the pipe, the better the polishing quality. According to the size of the aperture of workpiece, the optimum inlet velocity can be selected by numerical simulation, which can provide technical support for the production.
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